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Guard Us Through the Hours of our Day

Scott Kraynak
In a blood rainstorm the Revolutionary Army confronts a battalion of creatures from another realm in a crucial battle for American independence amidst an invading Elvis horde

Though often told to concentrate on one medium, one subject matter, or even one style, I just can't help but constantly expand my range as an artist, follow my heart and do what I want. My biggest passions in life are the environment, my hometown of Cleveland, as well as fighting for causes I believe in. Much of my work would fall under these categories. But my interest in music has led me to create work for bands such as Flogging Molly and Murder By Death; my interest in horror and the macabre has led me to use antique photographs as canvas's for paintings, as well as create a series of dark, creepy, risque photography for a new book. Though my work varies greatly, one thing it all has in common is that it comes from my heart and reflects a deeply held passion of mine.